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• Results Numerical simulations and full scale data –       ‐  
• Summary/conclusions
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• A set of three responses is simultaneously considered.           
This has shown to be the best compromise.
• At least one response must exhibit port/star‐


































(Nielsen 2006 2008b),  , 
3) Analysis of full‐scale motion measurements from sea strial
‐ research vessel (DRDC Atlantic)
‐ comparisons with buoy data
(Nielsen, 2011, 2012)
Numerical simulations of time series (1)
 Time series data where the 
underlying wave parameters 
are precisely known  .
 LNG carrier. RAOs




Heading 135 deg Heading 135 deg + 45 deg
Mixed sea (wind + swell)
 .  .   .


















 Responses: roll rate, roll angle, pitch rate, pitch angle, 
horizontal acc. and vertical acc. (all recorded at bridge).
 Ship motions calculated by DRDC (SHIPMO7) using
(L = 71.6 m, B = 12.8 m, T = 4.8 m, Cb = 0.51)
       
2D strip theory
 Sea state monitored continuously by three wave rider 
buoys (MEDS C44137 and two drifting Triaxys buoys)
 16 sets of trials, all with identical “relative” run patterns
Full‐scale measurements from sea trial (2)
WBA: Results by wave    
buoy analogy.
DRDC: Results obtained 
as the weighted average 




• Means to obtain sea state parameters              
• The wave buoy analogy – Wave estimation using measured ship responses












h h f f l ll ff h•  T e p enomenon o   i tering wi  a ect t e wave estimations.
•  Which combination of responses is – under given conditions – the best?
And, can this combination be chosen automatically? What about uncer‐
tainties in RAOs and sea state estimation? 
Ungoing work as a Ph.D. project (IMVA).
Thank you – Questions?
